ZYTO Balance
Utilizing advanced biocommunication technology, the Balance software
quickly and accurately identifies supplements and essentialoils in your
product line for which the body shows coherence, orwhat we call a
biological preference.
Additionally, the Balance scans more than 170 biomarkers including those in the 4 core body systems
and associated lifestyle areas thatare crucial for maintaining overall wellness.
All the product, service, biomarker, and lifestyle Virtual Item responses gathered from the Balance
biosurvey are organized in detailed reports with graphs that help you easily identify patterns, trends,
and relationships.
The ZYTO Balance is a highly accurate and dynamic wellness screening tool. The software provides easyto-understand reports of top biologically coherent products and biomarker data to assist you and your
clients in making more informed health decisions.
Determine biological coherence with a simple scan
The Balance provides an easy-to-use interface that quickly scans clients to determine their biological
coherence, or preference, for a variety of products and clinic services. Using an automated biosurvey
and library inventory features, the Balance accomplishes 3 main
objectives:
1 .Identifies specific nutritional supplements and essential oils
2 .Identifies key biomarker areas
3. Identifies clinical services

Every cell in your body is networked together, sending and receiving information to coordinate the
millions of functions it processes every day. As your body adjusts to changing conditions to stay healthy,
it uses these communication pathways to direct available resources to maintain balance. Your body is so
efficient that most of the time you never know these adjustments are happening. When your body
encounters a larger health challenge, however, it may begin to show symptoms such as elevated body
temperature, swelling, pain, tiredness, or a cough. Once you recognize a symptom, you can begin to
assist the healing process. Things like getting more sleep, drinking more water, taking nutritional
supplements, or taking medication under a medical professional’s supervision can help your body deal
with these challenges. Too often we ignore our health until we get so sick that symptoms appear.
Wouldn’t you rather support your body’s day-to-day efforts to stay healthy?

But how do you know which products and options to choose to support and maintain optimal wellness?
Wouldn’t it be nice if you could just ask your body?

The ZYTO Scan
During a ZYTO scan, the Hand Cradle measures your body’s galvanic skin response (GSR). The data
gathered by the Hand Cradle is evaluated by the software in the context of various digital signatures
called Virtual Items. Virtual Items are representative of a wide range of things like foods, nutritional
supplements, body organs, and systems. Virtual Items can be organized into sequences for scanning.
You can think of ZYTO scans as questionnaires to which your body’s GSR data provides the answers.
These scans are designed by some of the best and brightest professionals in the world for the purpose of
providing the most pertinent information about your wellness.
At the completion of a scan, the software’s analysis is documented in the
form of a report. Information gathered in this way can help you make
decisions to maintain your health.
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